
CURTAINS WITHOUT BORDERS 
Preserving Historic Painted Scenery 

429 SOUTH WILLARD STREET, BURLINGTON, VERMONT  05401 
802-863-4938 or 802-467-8602 

E-mail: curtainswithoutborders@gmail.com 
 

 
SURVEY AND TREATMENT PROPOSAL 

 
Date of Survey:   August 29, 2009           Surveyors:  Chris Hadsel        
 
Location:  Jaffrey Meeting House, Jaffrey, NH 
Note:  This curtain was moved from the Jaffrey Grange #135, now closed.                                                                                                     
 
Contact Person:  Robert Stephenson                     
Address:  P.O. Box 435, Jaffrey, NH  03452                    
Phone:   603-532-6066 E-Mail:  rs41@me.com 
 
Description of Curtain:  Advertising Grand Drape 
 

 
 

Artist:  O.L. Scenic Company, Boston, MA                                                                    
Overall Dimensions:  15’6”w x 8’6”h                                          
Date of Manufacture: c. 1920                                        
Inscriptions:  Local advertisements and Grange label                                                      
Iconography:  Central Scene of a man fishing on a mountain stream                                                                     
Location:  On stage 
Use of Building:  Community use for cultural and social events 
Present Use and Condition of Stage: clean, professional rigging                                                    
Overall Condition of Curtain:  Good 
 
 



Primary Support (Fabric): 
Number of Panels:  2 horizontal  Dimensions of Panels:  7’6” and 35” 
Fiber: cotton muslin     Use of Adhesives:  no 
Previous Repairs:  no 
Overall Condition of Fabric:  good, although overall dusty 
 
Fabric Condition Notes: 
Top Edge: securely fastened between original top wooden sandwich boards.  No rips at 
the corners. 
Side Edges:  raw with minimal fraying. 
Bottom Edge:  securely tacked to the original roller, no rips at corners 
Stains:  one 8” irregular water stain in the sky in the central panel.  Series of minor water 
stains in the right upper drapery. 
Other:  the stamp on the verso says “fire proofed” but there is no indication of what was 
used. 
 
Secondary Support (Framework): 
Roller:  original wooden roller covered with cloth.  Excellent condition. 
Top Support:  original wooden sandwich with pulleys attached.  Excellent condition. 
Method of attachment to roller and top support:  tacks and nails 
Pulleys and Ropes:  original pulleys in working condition.  Hemp rope that appears to be 
about 10 years old.  Good condition, but less smooth than nylon rope. 
Overall Condition of Secondary Support:  good.  Although ropes are adequate, 
handling would be easier with nylon rope. 
 
Paint Layer 
Medium:  water soluble distemper 
Mechanical Damage:  minor crease damage   Abrasion: minor 
Insecure Paint: no  Paint Loss: a few small areas due to creases or rope burn 
Accretions: no   Heat Damage: no  Water Damage: yes, minor 
Retouching: no  Previous Repairs: no 
 
Ground Layer:  yes 
Underdrawing Observed: yes – faint guide lines for advertisements 
Varnish Layer:  no 
Overall Condition of Media:  good, with minor water damage, overall fading, dust, and 
a few minor crease marks. 
 
Pre-Treatment Photos  
Overall front  Right panel of ads  Left panel of ads 
Central Motif  Studio Stamp 
Pre-Treatment Solvent Testing: not performed at this time  
 
 
 
 



Installation Notes (concerns and need for materials): 
Top Sandwich removal/installation concerns:  The entire curtain can be lowered: it 
does not need to be removed for conservation. 
Bottom Roller reuse/replacement/concerns:  roller in excellent, reusable condition.   
Ropes and Pulleys reuse/replacement/concerns:  pulleys in reusable condition.  Rope 
is adequate, but recommend replacing it for ease of operation. 
 
Environmental Concerns: 
Building/Room is heated: yes  Air-conditioning:  no 
Light: many large windows, but curtain is kept rolled with a sheet to protect it from light 
Presence of Pests/Bugs:  no 
 
Treatment Proposal:  
Reduce surface dirt and soiling by vacuuming entire front and reverse of curtain, and dry 
erasing front painted surface.   
Note:  the curtain can be treated in situ.  No need to remove it for conservation. 
Note:  we will need two 10ft or 12ft ladders to be able to reach the top of the curtain. 
 
Repair rips and tears throughout, with appropriate support materials. There are a couple 
of thin places where light shows through – suggest adding a patch to improve the overall 
image. 
 
Stabilize raw edges at top, bottom and side edges as needed, to prevent vertical or 
horizontal rips.  Recommend NOT removing curtain from top or bottom support.  Since 
the side edges are raw, they could be strip lined to prevent future rips, but they are 
probably secure enough without it. 
 
Provide a length of muslin and muslin strips that can be used to protect the curtain from 
dirt and light when stored (current method of sheets and string is not adequate.  The 
string, especially, should be replaced as it will cause rope burns in the paint. 
 
Replace hemp rope with white nylon rope.  Existing cleat is adequate. 
 
Selectively tone mended areas and disfiguring stains using appropriate paints.  The water 
stain in the sky should be reduced, as well as the less intrusive water stains in the drapery.  
The two thin areas may disappear with a patch to reduce light showing through.  
Otherwise, they need some in-painting.  Total time needed for in-painting – about 2 
hours. 
 
Document the work, provide a written report and CD with report and all photographs. 
 
Time and Cost for personnel, materials, treatment proposal, reports, photography 
and coordination:  $1,320 
 
 
 



 
 
 Budget for  1 Day On-Site Work  
 
Conservator         $600    
Conservation Assistants           300  
Conservator Travel Gas          100 
Conservation Assistant Gas          150           
Lunch                  20 
Conservation Supplies                50 
Rental of Tools and Supplies from VT Museum & Gallery Alliance    50 
Reports/Photo/Phone/Postage/Office Supplies Total Cost      50  
 Total Cost               $1,320           
 
Full payment is due on the last day of work. 
 
Signature:  _____________________  Curtains Without Borders Date: _________ 
 
 
Note:  Before work can begin, we need a signed Waiver of Liability.  We will provide 
the form, as well as a form to assist you with your fire safety regulations compliance.  It 
is up to you to comply with any codes that may apply to your building. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


